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Abstract
This article is a reflection on Balibar’s account of the concept of Gewalt in Marx, Engels and Marxism. The German term contains both the meanings of power and violence. At the centre of the analysis is the structural link between the notion of Gewalt and the capitalist mode of production and state-form. The problem is whether Gewalt can be understood in relation to the actions of the working class. Balibar rightly refuses any sort of counter-politics of power set against the power of the state which would retain the same overall logic as the latter. However, the question is how such a critique of the ahistorical ontology of violence can interact with Marx's idea of capital as a constitutively violent entity which threatens to subordinate to itself any stance of non-violence.
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In actual history, it is a notorious fact that conquest, enslavement, robbery, murder, in short, violence [Gewalt], play the great part. In the tender annals of political economy, the idyllic reigns from time immemorial.1

The right to work is, in the bourgeois sense, an absurdity, a miserable, pious wish. But behind the right to work stands the power [Gewalt] over capital; behind the power over capital […], therefore, the abolition of wage labour, of capital and of their mutual relations.2

Because of the (apparent or real) ambiguity in the theoretical trajectory of Marx and Engels, reflection on the structure and meaning of Gewalt has always constituted a controversial question within Marxism. Marx and Engels's treatment of this concept is somewhat ambivalent and characterised by a complex articulation which makes it irreducible both to Gewalt as the ‘lever of history’, and, conversely, to its elimination on the basis of an ‘irenic’ conciliation between Marxism and pacifism. A contribution that provides us with a stimulating occasion for deeper study of such themes is the article by Etienne Balibar on the notion of Gewalt, which first appeared in Historisch-kritisches Wörterbuch des Marxismus and was published in the previous issue of this journal.3

It is worth underlining the range of meanings contained in the German term Gewalt, a term which is marked by its ambivalence: Gewalt is, at the same time, violence and power, violence et pouvoir, violenza e potere. This word does not limit itself, therefore, to connoting violence stricto sensu but invests a wider field of action. It does not refer only to violence in the strict sense, such as that exercised in the public sphere, state-violence, but, rather, violence-power in its complexity, in the problematic intertwine of such elements. As is evident examining various German lexicons, we find ourselves faced with a structural connection between Herrschaft, Macht, and Gewalt.4 These notions, though with different nuances and peculiarities, are the signatures of the state-sphere, that is, of the immense concentration of power that is capable of forcing single individuals to submit to it, inasmuch as they have consensually chosen to cede all their rights to the political body so as to receive peace and security in exchange. The institutional order so-formed is characterised by legitimacy: every act of the possessor of legitimacy, if it is in harmony with the legal order in its entirety, is revealed to be a priori legitimate, since it is the fruit of the consent of the citizen-subject. Even violence in the proper sense is justified by such a mechanism of legitimation. From this point of view, the two famous statements by Karl Marx and Max Weber are shown to be

3. Balibar 2001a and 2009. Balibar’s analysis focuses on the category indicated in Marx and Engels, and then, in a more cursory way, on the subsequent development of Marxism and of currents linked in some way to it. Those taken into consideration include: Sorel, Bernstein, Lenin, Gramsci, Italian workerism (Tronti, Negri), Adorno, Fanon, Reich, Bataille, Benjamin, Gandhi. We have focused our attention on the part of Balibar’s article that involves Marx and Engels. For previous treatments by Balibar, on the question of violence, see especially Balibar 1996a, Balibar 1997, pp. 397–418, and 2002, pp. 129–45.

4. One should note Faber, Ilting and Meier, 1982, in particular. On the notion of power in the modern epoch, see Duso 1999. On the various approaches to the concept of Gewalt, including in relation to the contemporary political-philosophical and political-science debates, see Heitmeyer and Soeffner 2004.
compatible. The state, according to the first, is ‘the concentrated and organized force of society [die konzentrierte und organisierte Gewalt der Gesellschaft]’;\(^5\) and, according to the second, it is ‘a human community [menschliche Gemeinschaft], that (successfully) claims the monopoly of legitimate physical force [das Monopol legitimer physischer Gewaltamkeit] within a given territory’.\(^6\) From these considerations arises the fact that \textit{Gewalt} (and related terms such as \textit{Gewaltsamkeit}) has greater scope than does the English \textit{violence} not only because it includes \textit{power}, but also because each component term is shown to be structurally ambivalent. The article by Balibar picks up precisely this problem and, therefore, confronts the multi-faceted character of the concept in question. Such reflection does not lead to a dualism between non-violent power and extra-institutional violence, given that the state also includes the continuous possibility of violence, even if legitimate. The definitions of Marx and of Weber agree in their identification of the \textit{Gewalt}-character of the state. The recognition of the nexus examined leads in a direction that is irreconcilable to that of Hannah Arendt, who developed a contrast between violence and power, intending the latter in a sense that is radically other than the former.\(^7\) The two main paths of investigation are the following: first, an analysis, starting with the treatment by Balibar of the notion of \textit{Gewalt} in Marx and Engels, intended to demonstrate its connection with the capitalist structure, on the economic level, and the statist dimension, on the political level. As we will see, the relationship between the economic viewpoint and the political one does not appear to be defined once and for all. The second, more problematic path, consists in examining whether such a concept can be used ‘positively’ or only as critique and deconstruction. In the affirmative case, it is a question of understanding if proletarian \textit{Gewalt} turns out to be asymmetrical with respect to capitalist \textit{Gewalt}, or if, on the contrary, the same basic characteristics present themselves, even if reversed.

Let us begin with the first issue. Marx, in various writings, brings to light the link between \textit{Gewalt} and \textit{Herrschaft}, \textit{Macht}, \textit{Staat}: the idea of the state as ‘concentrated and organized violence’ continually reappears, even if differently nuanced, throughout Marx’s corpus. In particular, the whole of \textit{Capital}, as shown by Balibar, can be defined as a sort of analytic of \textit{Gewalt}:\(^8\) from the

---

7. See Arendt 1970, p. 46: ‘Violence… is distinguished by its instrumental character. Phenomenologically, it is close to strength, since the implements of violence, like all other tools, are designed and used for the purpose of multiplying natural strength until, in the last stage of their development, they can substitute for it’.
moment of its emergence, capital exhibits this element as a constitutive structure, and the state, the political form necessary to capitalist order, is responsible for an immediate violence, both domestic and foreign (colonialism), and for a mediated violence, in the legal and political dimension. Chapter Twenty-Four of *Capital*, focused on original accumulation, demonstrates incisively how, at the origins of the capitalist process, we find a *gewaltsame Expropriation der Volksmasse* and, therefore, a violent laceration. In this way, the liberal myth of the ‘idyllic’ origins of individual private property is deconstructed: if we examine the story in a disenchanted way, one cannot fail to observe that it is characterised by ‘conquest... robbery, murder, in short, violence [*Gewalt*]’.9 *Wirkliche Geschichte* is marked, in the last instance, by *Gewalt*, in contrast to what is maintained, in a far from innocent way, by the proponents of political economy. In Chapter Twenty-Four then, we find a vivid portrait of the *Disziplin* imparted by capital on wage-labourers, in part by brute force, in part by legal means, that is to say by legal mediation.10 Original accumulation thus supports itself by ‘methods [that] depend on brute force [*gewaltsame Methoden*]’,11 including both physical violence and a sort of reflexive *Gewalt*, related to what Althusser defined as the ‘Ideological State Apparatus’.12 In this other history proposed by Marx (contrasted to those ‘official’ versions), capital is interpreted critically, showing that ‘capital comes dripping, from head to toe, from every pore, of blood and dirt’.13 ‘The history of this expropriation [*Expropriation*] of the workers is written in the annals of mankind in letters of blood and fire.’14

It must be underlined that, from this perspective, accumulation is not understood as an initial and completed phase of capital but as a mode of extorting surplus-value that does not disappear from the scene of historical development. Besides, in the essay in *Reading ‘Capital’*, Balibar focused precisely upon the fact that the accumulation of capital subsists only thanks to the existence of a surplus-value that can be capitalised. In this scenario, surplus-value appears as the result of a previous process of production that, in turn,

12. See, for example, Althusser 1998, p. 288: ‘Notwithstanding the acuteness of Gramsci’s analysis, I believe that I can maintain the concepts of ideological State apparatus, in that it seems to me more precise than the Gramscian concept of hegemonic apparatus, which defines apparatus only through its effects (hegemony) without reference to that to which the apparatus is functional: ideology.’
refers back to an antecedent moment and so on to infinity. One is confronted by a sort of genealogy of the elements that go to make up the structure of the capitalist system. Thus, the originary violence of accumulation is repeated throughout capitalist development and constitutes the condition sine qua non of its dynamic.

Such a Gewalt is inscribed perfectly in the structure of the capitalist mode of production. Since the latter is dominated by money and its accumulation, social power becomes a private power of the private person. Moreover, in the Grundrisse, Marx frequently insists upon the fact that money constitutes a soziale Macht, even taking the place of the ‘real community’, bringing about a paradox in which a dispositif of domination is found ‘in the pocket’, on the basis of an ‘exchange’ between private and social spheres: ‘Its social power [gesellschaftliche Macht], as well as his connection to the society [Gesellschaft], he carries around in his pocket.’ But, in this way,

the social character of activity . . . here appears as something alien [Fremdes], as an object [Sachliches] confronting the individuals: not as their relation [Verhalten] to one another, but as their subordination to relations which subsist independently of them and which arise out of collisions between mutually indifferent individuals [gleichgültigen Individuen aufeindander].

Money, therefore, takes the form of a social structure and, at the same time, it is a cause of individual isolation from the moment that it subordinates the individuals to a soziale Macht, which is however sachlich [thingly] and fremd [alien]. It is sachlich, since it is materialized in a thing, and fremd, inasmuch as it opposes itself to the individuals as a force that is above them and that dominates them. Such a soziale Macht is defined also as a fremde Gewalt. For example, in order to highlight the same problem, Marx and Engels in The German Ideology state,

The social power [die soziale Macht], i.e. the multiplied productive force, which arises through the cooperation of different individuals as it is determined by the division of labour, appears to these individuals . . . not as their own united power [vereinte Macht], but as an alien force [fremde Gewalt].

19. On the relevance of the theme of social and abstract domination, see Postone 1993.
The *soziale Macht*, materialised in an object, i.e. money, constitutes a *fremde Gewalt*, a violence-power that subordinates the individuals, preventing them from creating other relationships than those linked to money and its accumulation:

Thus, in the imagination, individuals seem freer under the dominance of the bourgeoisie than before, because their conditions of life seem accidental (*zufällig*); in reality, of course, they are less free, because they are more subjected to the violence of things [*sachliche Gewalt*].

Moreover, in the later critique of political economy, the notion of capital as ‘dead labour’, that, like a vampire, sucks ‘living labour’, takes the same form. Thus emerges the idea of a violent subjection, not only in the sense of brutal force, but also in that apparently more tenuous one of abstract and impersonal rule; both aspects are perfectly ‘captured’ by the term *Gewalt*. In this regard, Balibar defines *Capital* as ‘a treatise on the structural violence that capitalism inflicts’. One stands before a true ‘phenomenology of suffering’, with the goal of being able to utilise both of the following formulae: ‘violence of economics, the economics of violence’. If the first expression indicates clearly the fact that the capitalist mode of production is founded on structural violence, the second expression reminds one of the need to further advance the analysis. The formulation: the ‘economy of violence’, recalls the problem of the political use of violence, in the sense that violence does not constitute a pure effect of economic laws, but can be deployed, made to explode, or finely calibrated.

We previously raised an aspect that is worth returning to: that is to say, that the state, in its entirety, presents itself as an element necessary to capitalist development and, therefore, to the exploitation of the labour-power found within it. We have shed light on the violence-power character of the state, which according to Marx is a true *konzentrierte und organisierte Gewalt der Gesellschaft*, adding that Weber’s celebrated definition turns out to be

26. See Michaud 1978, pp. 157–62: ‘Starting with the consideration of State violence as a force in the service of the ruling class,… it [Marx’s analysis] had to move in the direction of an ever more refined reconstruction of the mechanisms of the exercise and the dissimulation of a domination that is the more effective the less it needs to enforce itself with overt violence’ (Michaud 1978, p. 157).
anything but incompatible with this position, since the distinctive sign of such Gewalt when compared to other Gewalten is precisely that of legitimacy. It is a question of violence, force, power, but with the mark of legitimacy. This framework allows us to identify a homology between capitalist expropriation, to which we have already referred, and the expropriation derived from mechanisms of the modern state. It is useful to keep in mind this parallelism, but without falling into the trap of interpreting it as a kind of identity of the two planes, that is, without deducing the ‘political’ from the ‘economic’ on the basis of rigid determinism adopted by a part of Marxism.

The theme of exploitation allows the complex relationship between the ‘economic’ and the ‘political’ to appear in Marx. Even if the economic structure strongly conditions the political dimension, there is no immediate derivation of the latter from the former. Indeed, there is no merely economic process of exploitation operating without political domination. On the contrary, the very idea of ‘pure’ exploitation founded on the difference between the value of labour-power and of surplus-value is a mystification present in the contractual form, where a ‘buyer’ stands before a ‘seller’ of labour-power in an apparently symmetrical relation.\(^\text{28}\) In this sense, exploitation assumes an eminently political character, where the political is understood in its continual interlinkage with real economic processes and not on the basis of an abstract separation from them. If there is no such thing as a ‘pure’, solely economic, form of exploitation, equally one cannot speak of a ‘pure’, solely political, form of antagonism. The result is the problematisation of the way in which ‘orthodox’ Marxism has articulated the relation between the ‘economic’ and the ‘political’.

Elsewhere, though with various difficulties, Marx’s analysis of Bonapartism moves in the direction we have just discussed, seeking to interpret the problem of the possible autonomy of the state from economic relations; thus, the connection between the ‘economic’ and the ‘political’ presents itself as anything but linear. For example, in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, Marx stresses that, with the ascent to power of Louis Bonaparte, the ‘social power [gesellschaftliche Macht]’ of the bourgeoisie is sustained, but its ‘political power [politische Macht]’ is negated. That is, economically, it remains the herrschende Klasse but only at the price of a complete ceding of political domination to Bonaparte.\(^\text{29}\) Friedrich Engels found himself faced with an analogous difficulty when he sought to examine the age of Bismarck in the text Die Rolle der Gewalt in der Geschichte (written in 1887–8), which was supposed to be part of Anti-Dühring. Balibar spends considerable time on this work that presents

\(^{28}\) See Balibar 1997 and 1994.

\(^{29}\) Marx 1978c, p. 154 and 1978b, p. 605.
an ample treatment of the problem of Gewalt.\[^{30}\] Its interest is also linked to the fact that, in Marx, this notion is never systematically developed despite playing a decisive role.

In the above mentioned text, the connection with the question of Bonapartism and, therefore, of the autonomy of the state, is clearly stated. Bismarck is characterised as a Louis Bonaparte ‘in Prussian dress’\[^{31}\] that, with his centralist and authoritarian management, performed the important task of making Germany a unified national state, a necessary condition for capitalist development in the full sense.\[^{32}\] Here emerges, first, the link between the capitalist structure and the state-dimension. But to this ‘classic’ theme in the Marxist tradition is added another problem derived from the ever possible fracture between the holder of politische Macht (or Herrschaft) and the bourgeois class. Taking up again for several pages Marx’s analysis of Bonapartism, Engels emphasises that Bismarck ‘violently [gewaltsam] dissolved the liberal illusions of the bourgeoisie, but fulfilled their national needs’.\[^{33}\] The path chosen was to reinforce the soziale Herrschaft of the bourgeoisie, but to annihilate their politische Herrschaft:\[^{34}\] Bismarck backs up this class, which is decisive for the national question and for economic growth, but retains political power solely for himself. In this way, Bismarck appears to Engels as a ‘Prussian revolutionary from above [preußischer Revolutionär von oben]’;\[^{35}\] ‘revolutionary’, inasmuch as he guided Germany towards the formation of a national state and, consequently, gave an impulse to capitalist development, a necessary condition for the proletarian class-struggle and, therefore, for communism.\[^{36}\] In this process, Bismarck used Gewalt, which was absolutely necessary to carry out a revolutionäre Umgestaltung; even the resulting Diktatur was, in some measure, necessary in a disunited country that was not yet capitalist in a full sense.\[^{37}\] His limit consisted mostly in the fact that he carried

\[^{31}\] Engels 1962b, p. 426. [Editorial Note: the closest English version of this passage appears in Engels 1975–2005b, p. 475. The expression ‘in Prussian dress’ is a translation by the author from the German.]
\[^{36}\] Engels 1962b, p. 460 and Engels 1975–2005b, p. 509: ‘The service that in this way Bismarck rendered to the revolutionary socialist party is indescribable and deserves every thanks’.
\[^{37}\] Engels 1962b, p. 431 and Engels 1975–2005b, p. 479: ‘It [the German bourgeoisie] carried out a revolutionary transformation [eine revolutionäre Umgestaltung] of Germany that
out the revolution ‘from above’, in a vertical manner: ‘Rather than on the people [Volk], he in fact relied on manoeuvres conducted behind the scenes.’

Engels’s analysis is based upon a schematic philosophy of history, as is evident from his identification of the sequence: national state-capitalist development → class struggle → communism. In the case of Germany, it was a question specifically of overcoming political and economic backwardness, pushing it resolutely towards a capitalist structure. Both the capitalist mode of production, on the economic level, and the state, on the political level, play a revolutionary role, in that they break down a series of preceding privileges, creating the conditions for a proletarian revolution. Even if this approach has some relevant aspects, its ‘systematic’ assumption reveals itself to be very problematic, founded as it is on a teleological idea of history. In the text, Engels valorises the Iron Chancellor as the interpreter of this necessity conceived, on the one hand, as capitalist, and on the other, as national, conceiving him as a revolutionary, even if ‘from above’. Justifiably, Balibar asks if such an expression is not misleading:

Is a ‘revolution from above’ a revolution? Is not the term ‘revolution’ irremediably equivocal, precisely to the extent that it embraces references to several kinds of force, which cannot be included in the same schema of class struggle?

It is the use of forms of philosophy of history that allows Engels to consider the Bismarck régime revolutionary, attributing to the revolution an ambiguous status. In this way, the self-representation of Bismarck as a ‘revolutionary from above’ is uncritically accepted.

But let us examine how such an element has repercussions in relation to the question of Gewalt. Over and above the risk of making too-immediate a deduction of the ‘political’ from the ‘economic’ (if the ‘political’ moved in a direction opposed to the ‘economic’, it heads straight towards a sure defeat, as in the case of Louis XVI; if it goes in the direction of capitalist development, as in the case of Bismarck, it heads toward a sure victory), the greater problem consists of the fact that the category of Gewalt is influenced by the ambiguity of the concept of revolution and is, therefore, totally justified if it turns out to be functional to the modernisation of Germany (as in the political action of Bismarck). The question of the relationship between capitalist Gewalt, with its

---

brutal character, and proletarian Gewalt remains open. Having treated the first theme, it is worth stating that the link between this category with the capitalist mode of production and with the state-structure, while presenting grey areas and difficulties (one thinks of the non-linearity of the nexus between political state and bourgeois class), reveals rather clear paths the moment we identify in Gewalt a central element in understanding economic and political dynamics. The problem of the relation between the critique of such violence-power and the delineation of another concept (or of another practice) of Gewalt appears, instead, as rather complex. Can a ‘positive’ meaning of Gewalt be discovered in Marx and Engels, and, if so, is it presented as a mere reversal of capitalist Gewalt or does an asymmetry exist between the two modalities?

To explore this question more fully, let us take up again the analysis of the text Die Rolle der Gewalt in der Geschichte by Engels:

In politics there are two decisive forces [Mächte], the organized power of the State [die organisierte Staatsgewalt], the army, and the unorganized power [die unorganisierte Gewalt], the elementary force of the popular forces. Here are identified two different modalities of Gewalt: to the institutional, organisierte, legal violence-power is contrasted one of a different kind, one that is unorganisierte. But the direction taken would seem to conform, or in some way be compatible, with the principles of anarchism and of revolutionary syndicalism (for example Sorel) and, therefore, with the valorisation of the spontaneous element versus that of the state-structure. Elsewhere, the same approach taken by Engels appears in contradiction with such a viewpoint: it is sufficient to recall, for example, the importance attributed to the organisation of the working class. Balibar reveals the presence of a theoretical difficulty on the part of Engels and, at times, in Marx, which leads them to oscillate in an ambiguous way between the anarchism of Bakunin and the ‘statism’ of Lassalle.

This last consideration demands further consideration, for the argument exhibits a constitutive ambivalence: Marx and Engels never provided a complete, definitive theory of organisation and, at the same time, they founded various political structures at different moments of their activity. If we try to identify some distinctive aspects of their reflections on the question, we might indicate that in their earliest writings, up and till at least 1848, Marx and Engels tend to conceive the ‘political’ from a merely ‘negative’ perspective: the

state appears as an alienated and illusory representation. Thus, in substantive continuity with utopian socialism, the ‘social revolution’ of the self-organising producers is opposed to the ‘political’, state-centred revolution of the bourgeoisie. With the passing years, one can observe a ‘complication’ of this logic. This occurred both via a re-articulation of the question of the state, no longer reducible to an illusory element or to the status of an unmediated reflection of the dynamics of production; and also by a strengthening of the theme of organisation, through the elaboration of the concept of the party that would be able to give political effectiveness to the ‘real movement’ of communism.44 Despite this, even in the ‘mature’ writings (think, for example, of the Critique of the Gotha Programme) there remain ‘oscillations’ between anarchism and ‘Lassallean’ statism, without the question ever being truly made explicit. On the other hand, Marx’s entire trajectory is configured as a ‘thinking within the conjuncture’: politics is understood in its character of radical contingency, in its eccentricity when compared to all-encompassing laws. The analysis of the political situation in its specific determination means that the articulation of the argument undergoes perpetual modification: one is confronted with a ‘singular’ logic that is commensurate to the contingent event in the immanence of its self-constitution.45 In this sense, the problem of statehood and, hence, of the relationship with the opposed conceptions of anarchism and ‘Lassallean’ statism, cannot be resolved once and for all, since they are subjected to this ‘metamorphic’ character of politics. Notwithstanding this rootedness in the specificity of the conjuncture, a constant element of Marx and Engels’s development is the attempt to produce a ‘disconnection’ between the political dimension and that of the state, but not on the basis of an abstract indication of a ‘beyond’ of the ‘statal’ and the ‘juridical’.

To return to Engels’s thematisation of the notion of Gewalt, it is necessary to stress that the specific difference between the two types of Gewalt does not reside in the choice between spontaneity and organisation. Even in the ‘Theory of Violence’ in Anti-Dühring, he considers the possibility of it playing a different role compared with capitalist Gewalt:

That force [die Gewalt], however, plays another role in history, a revolutionary role; that, in the words of Marx, it is the midwife [Geburtshelferin] of every old society which is pregnant with the new, that it is the instrument by the aid of which social development forces its way through and shatters the dead, fossilised, political forms – of this there is not a word in Herr Dühring.46

44. See Balibar 1997 and 1994.
45. See Basso 2008.
Violence-power presents a structural duplicity, especially inasmuch as it does not constitute a sort of metaphysical *primum* but rather an instrument, as the entire analysis of *Anti-Dühring* tends to demonstrate:47 it can be used even by the working class to defend its own rights against the dominant bourgeois class. For example, in the text ‘On the Political Action of the Working Class’, Engels states,

> The revolution is the highest act of politics... It is said that every political action means recognizing that which exists. But if that that exists furnishes us with the means for protesting against that which exists, the employment of these means is not a recognition of that which exists.48

It is clear here that violence possesses an ambiguous value and, therefore, though it is typically used by the bourgeoisie, it can in fact be used also by the proletariat; it is not, however, altogether clear whether proletarian *Gewalt* is or is not asymmetrical with respect to bourgeois *Gewalt*.

To further investigate this problem, we return to Marx, referring above all to the passage in *Capital* cited by Engels:

> Force is the midwife of every old society [*der Geburtsshelfer jeder alten Gesellschaft*], which is pregnant with a new one. It is itself an economic power [*ökonomische Potenz*].

Such a reflection risks legitimising the view according to which violence in itself has agency. Obviously, one can come up with a different interpretation of the passage, valorising the expansive aspects, and *in primis* the recognition of the productivity of social conflicts, according to a dynamic vision of the political sphere. In any case, the risk remains of developing a sort of vitalism of violence that appears to be in contradiction with the distinctive character of the critique of political economy. On the basis of the principles of the latter, in fact, *Gewalt* can never constitute a *primum* nor a viewpoint toward which to tend, since it has developed out of given material conditions. But this is not the only one of Marx’s statements on *Gewalt* that creates difficulties.

Another problematic aspect is represented by the use of a category of *Gewalt* that is substantially homogeneous to that criticised, even if seen through a

47. Engels 1972, p. 148 and 1962c, p. 178: ‘The childish example specially selected by Herr Dühring in order to prove that force [*die Gewalt*] is “historically the fundamental fact”, in reality, therefore, proves that force is only the means, and that the aim is economic advantage [*der ökonomische Vorteil*]’.


reverse lens. A significant example of such a use is found in Chapter Ten of Capital, which is dedicated to the struggle between the two classes for the regulation of the working day:

Here we find an antinomy: right versus right, both consecrated by the law of exchange of commodities. Between equal rights [zwischen gleichen Rechten], force [die Gewalt] decides.\(^\text{50}\)

We find ourselves faced with a symmetry between the two classes: each of the ‘subjects’ in struggle retains their own Recht and, as a result, the winner will inevitably be the class that has the greater Gewalt. Here, the two classes constitute two armies at war, a war conducted within the state that elsewhere is called the ‘centuries of struggle’\(^\text{51}\) that forms a genuine Bürgerkrieg.\(^\text{52}\) Though there exists a strong imbalance, consisting in the fact that one is the dominant and the other the dominated party, the complex topography appears symmetrical. In a scenario of this kind, even the violence-power of the proletariat represents the ‘response’ of the dominated to the dominant. This question, however, turns out to be more complicated than the one previously analysed (the vitalism of violence), from the moment that, in regulating the working day, the struggle itself changes the terms of the debate, constantly moving the level of discourse and of political practice. Already with The German Ideology, the fact emerges that class has an intrinsically political character, unable to ever be hypostatised fully from either the sociological or the ontological point of view: ‘The separate individuals form a class only insofar as they have to carry on a common battle [Kampf] against another class’.\(^\text{53}\) The idea that classes exist, firstly, in the dimension of practice and, in particular, in struggle, can put into question the identification of a homology between bourgeoisie and proletariat, for it is in the Kampf that the relationships between individuals and classes form and transform themselves constantly, along with their symmetries and asymmetries. This notwithstanding, to pose at the centre of analysis a Gewalt that decides ‘between equal rights’, risks trapping us in the paradigm we have already criticised, harking back to a horizon of force and the efficacy of its use, a scenario that inevitably remains ‘prisoner’ of capitalist logic.

---

53. Marx and Engels 1962, p. 54 and 1978a, p. 179. See also Balibar 1991, p. 169: ‘though “economic” concepts, class struggle and class itself have always been eminently political concepts, indicative of a potential recasting of the concept of official politics’. On the notion of class-struggle, see Balibar 1974.
The same can be said regarding Engels’s *Condition of the Working Class in England* (1844), a text that sheds a Hobbesian light on the character of the *bellum omnium contra omnes* of modern competition, with its capacity to produce a radical separation between two classes:

This war [*Krieg*] grows from year to year, as the criminal tables show, more violent, passionate, irreconcilable. The enemies are dividing gradually into two great camps – the bourgeoisie on the one hand, the workers on the other.54

In this contest, intrinsically marked by *Gewalt*, the split into classes takes on the semblance of perfect symmetry: we find ourselves faced with two ‘armies’ in struggle, each of which claims its own *Recht*, even if on the basis of a structure of domination of one class by another. The outcome of such a condition of extreme conflict is represented by the revolution that cannot but be ‘violent [*gewaltsam*]’.55 Here, too, it seems that we have a symmetrical portrait: to the violence of the dominant, the dominated must react with an opposed *Gewalt* in order to have their rights, which are trampled in the present, be respected. This work of Engels however brings up new elements: it refers, for example, to the idea that ‘communism stands above the strife [*Gegensatz*] between bourgeoisie and proletariat’.56 The notion (and the practice) of communism are shown to be irreducible to the political-military lines of conflict between two classes: it can never be ‘captured’ completely by the symmetrical logics of conflict. This consideration already points to a different rationale from that being subjected to critique, since it begins by referring to the possibility of a *Gewalt* that is situated ‘above the strife between bourgeoisie and proletariat’. The reference to *Gegensatz* between the two classes fails to give is a complete grasp of the concept of communism, since the latter represents a destructive movement confronting the status quo, including the class articulation of society.

But, in Marx, even more than in Engels, one can find a development of *Gewalt* that is not a mere response to the violence-power of the bourgeoisie. The problem consists in the fact that, while in Engels it is possible to identify a somewhat ‘systematic’ treatment, in Marx this does not occur. As much as we find various references to this conception, and as much as, in particular, *Capital* can be interpreted as a genuine ‘phenomenology’ of *Gewalt*, there is no comprehensive analysis of the latter. We return, therefore, to the theme of the

55. Engels 1987a, p. 472 and 1987b, p. 262: ‘The only way out possible remains that of a violent revolution [*eine gewaltsame Revolution*], which certainly will not be lacking’.
struggle between the working class and the bourgeois class to attempt to develop a different approach to the discourse. First, in Marx (and Engels) we can identify, even if not in a systematic way, two meanings of ‘proletariat’. One is the one we have just examined, in which a symmetry with the bourgeois class is posited. But there is also present a second approach to this concept, one that is asymmetrical with respect to the bourgeois concept, and its very class-status appears problematic and uncertain. Whereas the bourgeois class is a class in the full sense of the word, in that it defends determinate, particular interests, the proletariat constitutes a non-class class, in that it tends toward its own dissolution, and therefore toward the transcendence of the horizon of class. In the *German Ideology* we find a radical formulation of this question:

This subsuming of individuals under definite classes cannot be abolished [*aufgehoben*] until a class has taken shape, which has no longer any particular class interest to assert against the ruling class.57

In the analysis of this work, one can apply this reasoning regarding class to other categories, such as those of the individual and the community. Just as there exists a ‘gap’ between the proletariat and the bourgeois class, ‘individuals *qua* individuals [*Individuen als Individuen*]’ are in contradiction to the ‘individuals *qua* members of a class [*Individuen als Klassenmitglieder*]’ of the present context; and the theorisation of the ‘real community [*wirkliche Gemeinschaft*]’ must break with the capitalist ‘illusory community [*scheinbare Gemeinschaft*]’ that is founded on the oppression of individuals by an objective social power.58 The fact that we find ourselves faced with a break that cannot be mediated dialectically, between individual, community and class in the framework we have just outlined, with reference to their ‘capitalist’ form, appears very relevant to any investigation of violence-power.

Many years later, in the *Critique of the Gotha Programme*, Marx expresses clearly the discontinuity between the bourgeois and proletarian scenarios, from the question of work (not the ‘source of all wealth and civilization’, but something to be abolished)59 to the concept of inequality (with is criticised, as
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57. Marx and Engels 1962, p. 75 and 1978a, p. 198. On the status of the proletariat, Balibar 1993, p. 54 and 1995, p. 54: ‘In reality, the concept of the proletariat is not so much that of a particular “class”, isolated from the whole of society, as of a *non-class*, the formation of which immediately precedes the dissolution of all classes and primes the revolutionary process’; see also Balibar 1992, pp. 204–5; Rancière 1995, p. 127, according to which the proletariat constitutes ‘not the name of a universal victim, but rather the name of a universalizing subject of wrongs’.


assuming an equal measure for subjects that are not in fact equal). In this
sense, proletarian dominance cannot merely substitute adequately for
bourgeois dominance, as soon as the discussion turns on the ends of the
problem, namely the transcendence of the present wage- and legal horizons.

Hence Marx, in *The Class Struggles in France*, faced with the struggle for *le
droit au travail*, in itself a ‘social-democratic’ demand, turns to the radical
transformation of the social structure:

> The right to work [*das Recht auf Arbeit*] is, in the bourgeois sense, an absurdity, a
miserable, pious wish. But behind the right to work stands the power [*die Gewalt*]
over capital; behind the power over capital, the appropriation of the means of
production, their subjection to the associated working class and, therefore,
the abolition [*die Aufhebung*] of wage labour, of capital and of their mutual
relations.

The situation is not homologous with that of the violence-power of capitalist
society: it is not a question of reversing the existing situation, following up
bourgeois rule with proletarian rule, while nevertheless keeping the same
characteristics, however overturned, but rather of putting into crisis the forces
that lie at the basis of the present situation. The ‘political movement’ of the
working class presents the apparent paradox, according to which one part,
the proletariat, plays a universal role. Such universality is not, however,
‘pacified’, neutral, but is identified with the radical dissolution of the class
articulation of society. A further problem consists of the relationship between
the concept of working-class Gewalt and that of revolution and, within the
latter, of the difference between the bourgeois revolution and the proletarian
revolution. For Marx, the latter reveals its own specificity with respect to the
former, even on the level of violence-power:

> The proletarian revolution remained so free from the acts of violence [*Gewalttaten*]
in which break the revolutions, and still more the counter-revolutions of the
‘better classes’ abound…

Notwithstanding this, the question of the relation between proletarian Gewalt
and the construction of political structure, of the state-form, remains

---

61. On the necessity for transcending the limits of legality, see Tomba 2009.
63. Letter from Marx to Friedrich Bolte, 23.11.1871, in Marx and Engels 1955, p. 332 and
1975, p. 270.
controversial. The risk consists in surreptitiously assuming the model of the bourgeois revolution in the delineation of the proletarian revolution.65

In any case, to understand the distinctive traits of the proletarian revolution, it is necessary to focus on the fact that, within Marx’s argument, it remains unthinkable without the element of proletarian dictatorship. Firstly, as Marx and Engels already underline in *The German Ideology*, the concept of class assumes an eminently political form: individuals form a class at the moment they need to conduct a struggle against another class, so that classes exist in the strong sense in class-struggles, the veritable ‘motor’ of political practice. The spread and radicalisation of class-struggle flow into the delineation of the dictatorship of the proletariat.66 Hence the latter is not only to be understood as the strategy for the capture of power but, more importantly, as a new form of politics that operates the ‘disconnection’ between the political dimension and statal dimension that we have examined. In that sense, underlying his argument is not the strengthening of the state-structure but its radical problematisation, its withering away. Despite the difficulties raised with regard to the oscillation between anarchism and ‘Lassallean’ statism, the attempt is to interpret the element not as a solution but as an open question, one that is continually determined anew in each particular situation in which it materialises.

To return to Balibar’s reflections on *Gewalt*, and trying to summarise the conclusions at which he arrives, it is necessary to underline that the article possesses the remarkable merit of demonstrating the ambivalence that exists in Marx and in Engels. It fixes attention on the questions that remain open, at times because of the extremely complex articulation of the argument, at times because of the ambiguity that is pregnant with negative consequences. The goal is to ‘relativise’ the Marxist point of view.67 In relation to the theme of *Gewalt*, Balibar’s overall critique concerns the incapacity to understand ‘the tragic connection that associates politics with violence from the inside, in a unity of opposites that is itself supremely “violent”’.68 This attempt consists in distancing oneself from this approach to *Gewalt*, refuting the axioms that present themselves as unquestionable and, in particular, in challenging every simplification of the problem to a sort of war between two ‘armies’, the bourgeois class and the working class. In his *Prison Notebooks*, Antonio Gramsci explains that

65. See Krahl 1971, according to whom Marx considers the bourgeois revolution and, in particular, the French Revolution, as a point of reference for the proletarian revolution, with all the problems involved in such an equation.
the analogies between the arts of war and politics are always to be established *cum grano salis*, that is as a stimulant to thinking . . . in military war, when the strategic objective is achieved, namely the destruction of the enemy army and the occupation of its territory, there is peace . . . The political struggle is infinitely more complex. 69

Here, we see the awareness of the risks present in an overdetermination or, even, in an identification of military and political dimensions. One wing of Marxism has insisted, starting with a ‘realist’ view, on the importance of a comparison with the conception of von Clausewitz on the politics-war nexus. It is not a question of denying the relevance of such a reference, even for understanding the connection indicated, but of shedding light on a *Gewalt* that goes beyond *Gewalt*. 70 Even the recent works by Balibar on Europe (in particular *We, Citizens of Europe?*) are characterised by dissatisfaction when facing a conception that counterposes to the politics of power another politics of power, even if in the opposite key. 71 For Balibar, what is at stake is a ‘civilising politics’ that is able to decompose, disaggregate, the existing symmetries, such as the contrast between violence and non-violence. 72 Violence must be investigated in its materiality, not as constituting evil, but neither as the object of a new theodicy: 73

[that] does not necessarily mean eliminating the question of a politics of violence. On the contrary, it means relaunching a politics of violence on a different basis 74

And this in the hope of ‘civilizing the revolution, the revolt, the insurrection’. 75 As a result, not all of the interpretations of *Gewalt* undergo a critique, rather only those that see in it a sort of foundation, both in the sense of exalting spontaneous violence and insurrection, and in the sense, closer to the experiences of the countries of actually existing socialism, of constructing a Communist state in opposition to the Western capitalist states, in reality sharing with them much more than would appear at first glance. 76 But, if
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69. Gramsci 1975, Q1, §133–4, pp. 120–2.
70. See Balibar 2001a, p. 1279 and 2009, p. 106.
71. Balibar 2003, p. 75, which makes clear the ‘necessity to counterpose today, to hegemony, not the development of a new pole of power (economic, military, diplomatic), but an “anti-strategy” capable of disaggregating the symmetries and the polarisations instituted by globalization’. See also Balibar 2001b and 2004a.
75. Balibar, 2001b, p. 150.
76. See Badiou 1985, pp. 15–19.
*Gewalt* is shown to be irreducible to any reference to violence properly speaking, connected as it is with the structures of dominance of bourgeois society, the question left hanging is then in what way it is possible to conceive of a ‘politics of civilization’ without surreptitiously falling again into a simplification of the notion of *Gewalt* as pure violence, to which one must react by mediating it through a political practice that is absolutely free of brutality. Balibar’s absolutely correct identification of the ambivalence of *Gewalt* risks blurring into the positing of a ‘moderate’ revolution that ‘rejects extremes’. To oppose the model of the politics of power does not however mean counterposing moderation to extremism, civilisation to barbarism. From that point of view, Balibar’s reading of Marx and Engels’s development is extremely acute and convincing. The open question concerns, rather, the passage from the interpretation of the texts in question to the outlining of a theoretical and political perspective on the contemporary situation.

As for the comparison between Marx and Gandhi, a very interesting question outlined by Balibar, we limit ourselves to discussing only the main difference between their positions regarding the overall evaluation of capitalism, the political state, the theme of class-struggle and the revolution. Whatever it is, the Marxist critique of capitalist *Gewalt* cannot lead to an *a priori* assumption of non-violence, based on seeing the latter as inevitably subaltern in contrast with the *Gewalt* of the rulers. It is therefore a matter of interpreting the unfolding of events, starting with the fractures that intersect, and not merely of finding ‘the good side’. As is evident in *The Poverty of Philosophy*, history travels along the ‘the bad side’, in radical dissent with respect to those philanthropists who want to conserve the categories which express bourgeois relations, without the antagonism [*Widerspruch*] which constitutes them and is inseparable from them.

---

77. See Balibar 1997, p. 47: ‘Civilization in this sense is certainly not a policy that suppresses violence: but it rejects extremes, in a manner that... allows the historicization of violence itself’.

78. See Balibar 2001a, pp. 1306–7 and 2009, p. 123. On the status of non-violence in Gandhi, see Collotti Pischel 1989, which sheds light on the radical difference of the Gandhi’s approach compared to Marxism in relation to both the analysis of modernisation and to the question of class: Gandhi ‘never called the Indian masses to engage in class struggle and revolution... because the principle of social equality lay outside of his world view’ (Collotti Pischel 1989, p. 73).


80. Marx, 1959, p. 140 and 1956, p. 136: ‘It is the bad side that produces the movement which makes history, by providing a struggle’.

For Marx, the idea of the brotherhood of all man is criticised as a form of ‘idyllic abstraction from the class conflict’. That to deconstruct the notion of Gewalt involves distancing oneself from every ‘funereal’ hymn to violence does not mean writing a hymn to non-violence, but rather to grasp the necessity of re-articulating the question of Gewalt, conceiving it on the basis of a radical break with the ‘concentrated and organized violence’ of the state, and therefore recognising in it neither a solution nor a spectre but, rather, an open question.

Translated by Steven Colatrella
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